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Description
Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos,
suited for display but also body text purposes. It started in 2013 as
a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through,
Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs,
it spreads across eight weights from Thin to Heavy, covering all
European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/
petite caps, fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures
and disruptive titling alternates.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and
information on this font.
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OpenType — Discreationary ligatures

ET FT TV TW TX TY TZ ft fw fx fy tt tv tw tx ty tz

ET FT TV TW TX TY TZ ft fw fx fy tt tv tw tx ty tz

OpenType — Small/Petite caps

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890

OpenType — Case sensitive
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OpenType — Slashed zero
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OpenType — Fractions
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HEADLINING
Ljubljana, Madrid, London & Copenhagen

Lumberjack’s
Formerly known as Benasque

331⁄
2
RPM
mind the gap
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MUÑECO
ZÜRCHERSTRAẞE

LEGETØJ
žaismingas spausdinimas

rozciągać
Tadını çıkarmak
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Sample paragraph 8/12pt
Thin

Medium

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also body text
purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through, Bw Stretch
was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also body
text purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through,
Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights from Thin
to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/petite caps,
fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive titling alternates.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights from
Thin to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/petite
caps, fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive titling alternates.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.

Light

Bold

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also body
text purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through,
Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also body
text purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through,
Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights from
Thin to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/petite caps,
fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive titling alternates.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights from
Thin to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/petite
caps, fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive titling alternates.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.

Book

Black

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also body
text purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through,
Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also body
text purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through,
Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights from
Thin to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/petite
caps, fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive titling alternates.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights
from Thin to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/
petite caps, fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive titling alternates.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.

Regular

Heavy

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also body
text purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go through,
Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Bw Stretch is a compressed grotesque designed by Alberto Romanos, suited for display but also
body text purposes. It started in 2013 as a concept for a branding project that at the end didn’t go
through, Bw Stretch was first released on October the 9th 2015.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights from
Thin to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like small/petite
caps, fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive titling alternates.

Inspired by early wood-block screen-printing sans serif designs, it spreads across eight weights
from Thin to Heavy, covering all European Latin languages. It includes extended features like
small/petite caps, fractions, case sensitive forms, discretionary ligatures and disruptive
titling alternates.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.

Licenses are available from selected vendors.
Please visit brandingwithtype.com for the latest version and information on this font.
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Thin
Light
Book
Regular
Medium
Bold
Black
Heavy
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Character set — Book
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